
00188225 "Pocket 3.0" Bluetooth® Loudspeaker Small Box, Waterproof IP67, 3.5W, wht

Bluetooth Speaker

Highlightstext:

- Whether it's a downpour or a water fight, while renovating or on a sandy beach: dust-proof and waterproof Bluetooth speaker in a handy
small format for perfect music enjoyment anywhere and any time with your mobile phone, tablet or laptop, whether at home in the living
room, in the shower or chilling out by the lake
- Always have your favourite songs with you: this portable loudspeaker in pocket format delivers 3.5 Watts of music power and always
ensures the perfect musical accompaniment, whether it be at the swimming pool or beach, a warm-up party or outdoor sports
- Dust and waterproof loudspeaker for outdoor adventures: all-round protection from dust, splash and jet water to IP67, ensuring sandy
beaches or off-road biking, cloudbursts and even a brief accidental dip in the water at a pool party are no longer a problem
- Enjoy your favourite songs for a long time: the loudspeaker can be used via Bluetooth for up to 14 hours
- Full mobility thanks to battery operation with LED charging indicator: fast charging within 3 hours with USB-C interface
- With the integrated hands-free system, making phone calls in HD quality is very easy
- A small box with big sounds: thanks to its compact dimensions, the ultra-lightweight Bluetooth box is always to hand and really does fit in
any luggage, be it a suitcase for the holidays or a bike
- Handy snap hook for backpacks, sports bags and so on: secure the wireless Bluetooth speaker to carrying loops, etc. while on the move
so that the latest top tune is always to hand
- Use portable boxes everywhere indoors and outdoors, without any tangled cables: from the kitchen to the bedroom and bathroom to the
roof terrace or garage, in the skate park, outdoor pool, fitness or on the bike
- Robust indoor and outdoor speaker: mobile music boxes for your mobile phone, easy to take along for a trip to the countryside or
swimming - thanks to protection class IP67, the waterproof speakers are dust-proof and submersible (max. 30 min and 1 m depth)
- Great sounds in a compact format: the mobile sound box fits in any backpack or gym bag and is easy to transport, also perfect for use as
a small outdoor speaker in the skate park, while bouldering or doing parcour
- All-rounder in terms of style: the Bluetooth speaker in mini format goes with every street style, from hoodies to fabric trousers, whether
chic, sporty-urban or straight into the half-pipe
- Easy and convenient operation: high-quality control elements for rapid control of next / previous track, Play and Pause
- Universal in use thanks to Bluetooth 5.3: simply connect the loudspeaker to a compatible device, from notebooks and TV sets to
smartphones
- Charge via USB-C: the cable for rapid charging is included
- Can also be used with jack plugs: connect via the AUX in cable and spare the battery
- Snap hook as a comfortable handle and hanging option: perfect for storage and always safely stored

- Colour: White
- Product Division: Mobile Entertainment
- Shade of colour: White
- Connection: USB-C-Connector
- Connection: 3.5 mm Jack Socket, Bluetooth
- Max. Range: 10 m
- Bluetooth Version: 5.3
- Capacity: 1050 mAh
- Voltage: 3.7 V
- Additional Functions: Speakerphone
- Audio system: Mono
- IP protection class: IP67 (protection against dust ingress and temporary immersion)
- Maximum music power: 3.5 W
- Depth: 3.8 cm
- Height: 8.4 cm

Technical characteristics:
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00188225 "Pocket 3.0" Bluetooth® Loudspeaker Small Box, Waterproof IP67, 3.5W, wht

Bluetooth Speaker

- Weight: 200 g
- Width: 8.4 cm
- Battery Type: Lithium Polymer Battery
- Charging Time in Hours: 3 h
- Power: 3,89 Wh
- Power Supply: Integrated Li-Polymer-Battery
- Uptime: 14 h
- Recommended Use: Mobile Music

- 1 "Pocket 3.0" Bluetooth loudspeaker
- 1 USB-C charging cable
- 1 snap hook
- 1 operating manual

Delivery:

 4    047443    498069
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